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ICELAND AS A DATA LOCATION
IN THE ATNORTH ICE01 TIER-3 ISO27001  DATACENTER

Iceland is known for its beautiful landscapes, volcanoes and waterfalls, hence the name

“Land of Fire and Ice”. Though the landscape is beautiful, it also has the ability to

produce gigawa�s of a�ordable electricity with natural and sustainable resources. This

source of electricity makes Iceland an incredible location for HPC (high performance

compute) datacenters, which there are plenty of now. Northlayer wants to force a foot

into the door, directing Iceland to becoming not just a bitcoin hotspot but the main

internet hub between Europe and North America.

Currently the island is connected to mainland

Europe and North America by three main undersea

cables, FAR-ICE (Iceland-Faroe Islands-Scotland),

DAN-ICE (Denmark, Iceland) and Greenland

Connect (Canada, Greenland, Iceland). These three

cables with average network blends & peering result

in ≈180ms from Reykjavík to Los Angeles and ≈40ms

from Reykjavík to London, and by today’s standards

that is subpar. FARICE is fixing this with their

futureproof deployment of the new IRIS (Ireland,

Iceland) and with it the partnered FDN-FARICE

cable from Galway, Ireland (Farice’s landing site) to FDN’s Japan site. These installations,

which come online in January, 2023 and Q4 2026 respectively, will reduce latency from

RVK to LDN by ≈20-25ms and RVK to TYO by an even greater amount.

Iceland is beloved for its privacy legislation and

statutes on hosted content. The government does not

make providers liable for any content which their

clients host, nor does the country condone any

excessive collection of data.
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This, all in all, makes Iceland a current and future powerhouse in the datacenter and

internet space, and Northlayer its frontline gunman.

The datacenter location

Northlayer’s base of operations lies in atNorth’s ICEO1 ‘ThorDC’ datacenter at Steinhella

10, 221 Hafnarfjörður, Iceland, 30 minutes out from the capital Reykjavík, and similar

distance from the Keflavík International Airport. The facility is of a Tier 3 design and is

certified ISO/IEC 27001 with a power and cooling SLA of 99.9999%. ThorDC is a local

network hub, connected to the Reykjavík Internet Exchange (RIX) and hosts a number of

local ISPs. The datacenter is also a network Point of Presence (or PoP) for Iceland’s fiber

cable operator (FARICE), shown as AD1 on FARICE’s map.

The energy

The premise runs on 100% green energy like the entire country. ThorDC has a PUE

(Power Usage E�iciency) of 1.19 and lower which makes it one of the greenest data

centers in the world by far, the global ‘industry standard’ is often put at 1.7 PUE. The
closer to 1 the be�er

The datacenter racks (42U) can use up to 20kW of energy at a time with air cooling,

water cooled racks can go up to 100kW.

Redundant power sources such as diesel generators, UPS systems and backup power

supplies are also on the grid and redundant PDUs are placed in the racks.
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Our network

Northlayer’s network consists of an Arista switching and router backbone with fibre optic

transit from Iceland’s Hringdu (AS51896) ISP, providing the first 10Gbps link to the space.

Then another 10 by IXP (Internet-Exchange Port) in RIX (Reykjavík Internet Exchange),

which is used to connect with local ISPs and providers ‘Transit free’.

During Q2 of 2023 Northlayer plans to add 5-10Gbps of additional transit capacity with

either Hringdu (AS51896) or Nova (AS43571), and by Q3 of 2023 integrate the third

transit line but from a Tier 1 supplier like Arelion (fka. Telia Carrier, AS1299) or Lumen

(fka. Level 3, AS3356).

Our customer relationship

We are dedicated to keeping our customers the happiest as possible, otherwise we would

have no business. To do this we o�er a 24/7 fully stacked support team, 100% network

and power SLA on both colocation and bare metal services where for every minute of

downtime we refund the customer 0.5% of their monthly charge. That’s all pre�y generic

though, how we support and customer needs is our gold mine. We prefer face-to-face or

direct calls over generic ticketing systems, though we o�er them, since vocal

conversations for a healthy environment ensures the customer gets everything o� of

their chest and we can show just how much we care.

Yours truly,

CEO, Northlayer ehf.
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